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To spread the culture of tree planting to the World upon the celebration of Olympic and
Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020, we have established a guide for “Creating native forest for life

2020

Project” as following.

1. Objective
Spread the “Creating native forest for life” tree planting activities to help fight against the global
warming and climate changes, and restore biodiversity
2. Goal
Execute tree planting activities as groups and individuals starting from the Olympic and Paralympic
Games Tokyo and continue beyond 2020, then this project widely known on media such as
newspapers, TV, radio, SNS, etc.
3. How to implement
3-1 General rules
（1） Plant at random varied indigenous tree species (potential natural vegetation) densely (3 trees/
㎡ or yd2). Do not use non-native species.
（2） Plant flowering trees and/or fruit trees at the edges of planting area, if used.
3-2 Basic method for planting trees
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Soak the seedling pots in water. Prepare

To plant 3 trees/ ㎡ (yd2), keep 60cm(=2ft)

planting holes 1.5 times as wide and as deep

distance in between seedlings. Place different

as the root ball, and plant.

species next to each other.

③

④

Cover the ground with straws, placing them at

If possible hold the straws with ropes. Set up

right angles to the slope. Other materials can

stakes to tie, as needed.

be used as mulch, such as woodchips.
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3-3 Photographs
Take a group photo with the project’s banner, before or after the tree planting activity. Then,
send it to Project Executive Committee. The Committee will post it on the project website.
4. Banners
Design

Use
- Banners are available to participating groups for a fee.
- Cost: 5,000yen (Polyester Pongee), 10,000yen (Knitted Polyester),
20,000yen (PVC Tarpaulin)
How to order
- Please contact Izumotaisya Sagamibunshi Shrine
(email. izumosan@rf6.so-net.ne.jp

tel. +81-463-81-1122)

5. Logo
Please use the following logos.
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